
        KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

S.L.No. 141/15/ER IV                            Thiruvananthapuram,
Category No. 119/2011                         Dated: 06.08.2015.

NOTIFICATION
The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who 

are found provisionally eligible to be called for interview on the basis of the Dictation 

Test held on 29.10.2014 for selection to the post of Confidential Assistant Grade II 

(Special Recruitment for SC/ST) in Various Departments in Ernakulam District 

on ` 5930-9590/-  (PR) notified  as  Category  No.  119/11  in  the  Gazette  dated 

31.05.2011. 

The  Register  numbers  are  arranged  in  their  numerical  sequence  and  the 

arrangement does not in any way indicate their  respective rank on the basis of the 

marks secured in the Dictation test.  

All the candidates who attended the dictation test are included in this short list.

MAIN LIST

                           203      213      214

       SUPPLEMENTARY     LIST  

        Scheduled Tribe
Nil

Note 1. Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny 
and admission of applications on absolute basis. Inclusion of Register Number in 
the  Short  List  does  not  confer  any  right  on  the  candidate  to  be  called  for 
Interview or for subsequent inclusion in the Ranked List.

Note 2.The Short List is prepared based on the details furnished by the candidate in the 
application and subsequent claims made will not be entertained at any stage. 
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Note 3. The date, time and place of interview will be intimated in due course.

Note 4. According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed.
 But candidates can apply for rechecking   of their answer scripts within
45 days  from the publication of  the Ranked List  for  the post.  Detailed 

instructions
will be found in the Ranked List notification for this post.

                                              

      (By Order of the Commission)

       SAJU GEORGE
                                                                                          SECRETARY
                                                               KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.

                                                                           

Office of the Kerala Public Service Commission
Pattom, Thiruvananthapuram.
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Section Officer
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